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Abstract
Dark matter and dark energy are among the top unsolved mysteries
within today’s physics and astronomy. These unknown phenomena are
each supposed to explain a set of otherwise very puzzling observations.
However, instead of introducing two unknown new forms of matter, one
could equally try to unify their concepts into one. This is exactly what
Unified Dark Matter models try to do. For this approach to work such
models need to behave as dark matter on relatively small scales (to
account for structure formation), and as dark energy on relatively large
scales (to account for accelerated expansion). In this thesis the simplest
unified dark matter model is considered: the Chaplygin gas. In particular,
we investigate the possiblity for dark matter halo-like objects within this
model. We set up a general framework and try to solve the relevant
equations for both small radii and large radii close to the de-Sitter radius.
The solutions constructed indeed show large concentrations of energy
density are allowed, and in some cases the two regimes can be reasonably
matched.
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1 Introduction
1 Introduction
Careful measurements of the observable universe have shown that the list of ingredients contributing
to the total energy density contains more than radiation, curvature and baryonic maer.1 Moreover, it
appears there are two more ingredients which behave qualitatively dierent, these are known as dark
maer (DM) and dark energy (DE). Both are associated with gravity, which is currently best described
by the theory of general relativity (GR). But whereas GR works excellent on the length-scales of apples
and moons, in order to match observations with GR-predictions on galactic scales (and larger), one is
obliged to include extra (unknown) ‘stu’. is argument assumes that we do not want to change the
Einstein equations, which govern the dynamics of GR. In other words: if we want to keep using the
same GR-machinery we have to change the input (new ‘stu’ of yet unkown origin) in order to get
dierent output (correct infrared (IR) predictions).
Although the associated length-scales and qualitative behavior of DM and DE are dierent, a priori
there is no reason to include two new components. Indeed this seems a tad drastic, and for both eco-
nomic reasons and elegance one can try to capture both DM and DE in one go, with a single new
component. Such models are in general called unied dark maer (UDM) models. In order to account
for the observations ascribed to DM and DE, such UDM models should change their behavior depending
on the scale at which they are probed. DM behavior on relatively small scales but DE behavior on large
scales. is way DM and DE both emerge as two sides of the same coin.
In this thesis we will in particular focus on one example of UDM: the Chaplygin gas2 model, which
- under the right conditions - can smoothly interpolate between DM- and DE-behavior. If the Chaply-
gin model is to be considered as a serious (eective) model for the dark sector, it should - among many
other things - be able to produce DM halo-like solutions. In this thesis, we want to investigate whether
the Chaplygin gas model is able to do so. In essence, we are going to solve the equations which govern
the dynamics of the Chaplygin gas, and see if and by how much these solutions could resemble DM
haloes. e motivation is two-fold. First, investigating the theoretical capabilities of the Chaplygin gas
model is interesting in its own right as it teaches us how rather exotic forms of maer can behave under
gravity. Secondly, very lile is known about the origin of DM and DE, and it would be interesting to
know to what extend the mystery might be explained by the Chaplygin gas, or models with similar
qualitative properties.
Although both dark maer and dark energy are among the top unsolved mysteries in today’s physics
and astronomy, we shall rst discuss what is known about them. Overall we will see that DE is even
1Basically all maer we can see is baryonic, i.e. made out of protons, electrons and neutrons.
2In the context of this thesis, the name Chaplygin gas is somewhat of a misnomer, one should think about this as merely
a name rather than a real gas.
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more mysterious than DM, partly because the scales at which DM plays a role are observationally much
more accessible to us.
1.1 Dark Matter
e phenomenon of DM is associated to a whole series of (mostly gravitational) eects. Most of these
take place at the length scale of galaxies and clusters of galaxies, which makes it tempting to aribute
all these eects to a single physical explanation, which we now call dark maer. e reason it is called
dark maer is because (so far) all the observed eects aributed to it are mediated to us exclusively
through gravity, and explicitly not via the electromagnetic- or weak-interaction. We now discuss some
of the most prominent eects ascribed to DM. As we will see, a common denominator in these eects
is that DM clusters together, i.e. some regions contain more DM than others. is is one qualitative
feature that distinguishes DM from DE.
Velocity distribution
Already in 1933, F. Zwicky found evidence that pointed in the direction of a unseen form of maer
[1]. He measured the velocity distribution of galaxies in the Coma cluster and applied the Virial theo-
rem, which gives a relation between the mean kinetic and potential energies for a system in dynamical
equilibrium. Assuming the Coma cluster to be in dynamical equilibrium then lead Zwicky to the mean
gravitational potential, which turned out to be much higher than what would be expected based on
visible maer. Zwicky then speculated that the missing potential was due to maer that was not seen:
dark maer.
Galaxy rotation curves
e need to explain a higher gravitational potential than expected became a recurring theme. Another
occurence of this was found in the measurements of galaxy rotation curves. A rotation curve v(r) is
a relation between orbital velocities of objects within a galaxy (like stars) as a function of the radial
distance from the galaxy center. For a disk galaxy, Kepler’s third law3 implies that far away from the
center - where the massM(r) is expected to be constant - these curves decline as v(r) ∝ r−1/2. Instead,
actual rotation curves where found to remain constant (or ‘at’) over a range exceeding 10 times the
(visible) size of the galaxy. One of the rst reports on this was [2]. In the conclusion the authors write:
“is form for the rotation curves [rising then at] implies that the mass is not centrally condensed, but
that signicant mass is located at large R [radius]. (…) e conclusion is inescapable that non-luminous maer
exists beyond the optical galaxy.”
From the empirical rotation curve one can work back to the total mass-distribution the galaxy should
3Or its full general relativistic equivalent.
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have. is distribution is consistent with a disk of visible maer embedded in an ellipsoid-shaped ‘blob’
of DM that extends far beyond the visible edge of the galaxy. ese ‘blobs’ are known as dark maer
haloes.4 Note that the two measurements described above are independent of each other as they take
place on dierent scales, namely clusters of galaxies and single galaxies respectively. Remarkably, in
both cases about the same amount of DM (relative to the amount of baryonic maer) is needed to make
predictions match observations.
Gravitational lensing
A more modern example of the need to explain higher-than-expected gravitational potentials is grav-
itational lensing. According to GR, particles follow a geodesic, which is the shortest path between two
spacetime-points and the curved-space generalization of a straight line. is also holds for massless
particles like the photon. Geodesics are determined by the geometry of spacetime, which via the Ein-
stein equations depends on the presence of mass and energy. In Newtonian words, mass curves space
and light rays follow the curvature of space. If we consider a large amount of mass between us (the
observers) and a source of light rays, then the large mass in between acts as a lens. See g. 1. Measure-
ments using the lensing eect to probe the gravitational potential corrm the need for a non-luminous
form of maer.
Figure 1: Simplied drawing of gravitational lensing. Light coming from a distant source is passing a large mass (e.g. a
cluster of galaxies) before reaching some observer. On the sky, such an observer actually sees the source at the position
labeled ’apparent source’. Simply said: the dierence in the source position and apparent source position encodes the
gravitational potential created by the lens.
Large scale structure formation
Another independent hint for the existence of DM comes from structure formation. e eld of struc-
ture formation concerns itself with the question how tiny density uctuation in the very early universe
could grow out to the structure we observe on the largest scales today. e distribution of maer on
the largest scales is not random but seems to be hierarchically structured. is hierarchy is commonly
4e precise shape of DM haloes is still under debate [3]. Usually (and also in this thesis) they are approximated as
spherically symmetric (e.g. by the NFW prole [4]).
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referred to as the ‘cosmic web’ which consists of sheets, laments and haloes of DM.5 In a few lines, the
idea is as follows. In the early universe baryonic maer and radiation were coupled, making it impossi-
ble for density uctuations to grow. Driven by cosmic expansion, the energy density of maer outgrows
the radiation energy density and starts to dominate. Slightly aer that (z ≈ 1100) maer and radiation
decouple, at this point the cosmic microwave background (CMB) was emied. e universe became
transparant and baryonic maer density uctuations could start to grow. Once a perturbation is large
enough it gravitationally collapses onto itself, from then on, gravity is basically the only ingredient and
simulations show the process culminates in the making of the cosmic web.
How does DM enter the picture? ere is a problem with the story above and it can be solved by
introducing DM. e amplitude of density uctuations found in the CMB are of the order of 10−5, this
is a problem because according to (baryonic) density perturbation theory there simply was not enough
time to make all of today’s structure out of these tiny perturbations. DM oers a way to speed up the
process. In contrast to baryonic maer, DM does not signicantly couple to radiation. is feature
allows DM density perturbations to already start growing before maer-radiation decoupling. Upon
decoupling then, the lile structures already formed by DM provided a potential for baryonic maer to
fall in to, eectively speeding up the process of structure formation. Support for this scenario is found
in the CMB.6
Altogether, the points listed above put quite some constraints on the possible nature of DM. Let me
give some more facts without going into all of the details (see [6] for details). About 25% of the total
energy density should be accounted for by DM, the strongest support for this claim follows from CMB
observations. Furthermore, DM could be a (new) elementary particle, but, those particles can not be too
light (which would make it ‘hot’ dark maer’).7 A universe where most DM is ‘hot’ is not consistent
with the cosmic web. is is because very light particles would still be relativistic in the early universe,
which in turn causes a kind of structure formation which can not produce the cosmic web. Measure-
ments of the ‘Lyman-α forest’ set a lower limit on the DM particle mass. Particle models for DM where
the particles are relatively heavy are referred to as ‘cold dark maer’ (CDM). We have argued that DM
must be non-baryonic based on large scale structure formation. is claim is true, but the strongest sup-
port actually comes from the theory of big bang necleosynthesis. is theory predicts the abundances
of low mass-number elements, the predictions it has made based on the baryon-photon ratio are spot
5Although the idea of the cosmic web is widely accepted in the Astronomy community, direct detection of sheets and
laments is hard due to low DM density. See e.g. [5] for a statistical approach of observing laments.
6e dark maer potential induces density uctuations in the coupled radiation/maer plasma which continue to oscil-
late. ese are so-called baryon acoustic oscillations, and they are observed in the CMB.
7A portion of all the DM could be hot, but certainly not a large portion. An exeption to this rule is the axion particle,
more about this later.
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on and therefore adding baryons in the form of DM is undesired.
1.1.1 Models
Despite all these constraints, there is an abundance of DM models available, let us discuss some of the
most popular ones.
WIMPs
In the most popular model one supposes that DM is made out of Weakly Interacting Massive Particles
(WIMPs). ese are hypothetical, elementary dark maer particles that interact gravitationally and
only very weakly through other forces. WIMPs can quite naturally explain the current DM density, a
feature that goes by the name of ‘WIMP miracle’. Despite various eorts and claims (e.g. [7][8] and
[9]), WIMPs have not been conclusively detected as of today. e standard model does not have candi-
date WIMP particles,8 but many have been proposed by various theories: the supersymmetric neutralino
and gravitino, the Kaluza-Klein photon and more. See [6] for some good references on these candidates.
Light dark matter
Previously we stated that particle models for DM should not have particles that are too light, which
would lead to ’hot’ DM. ere are a few notable exceptions to this. We will briey discuss two of them:
sterile neutrinos and axions.
In contrast to many WIMP candidates that are found upon solving some other problem, there is a
natural extension of the standard model motivated by observations which also contains a candidate DM
particle: the sterile neutrino. Sterile neutrinos are right-handed neutrinos and as such they naturally
ll a gap. One can show that adding three right-handed neutrinos to the standard model potentially
solves three problems: (1) neutrino avor oscillations, (2) maer/anti-maer asymmetry and (3) dark
maer (see e.g. [10] for more details and discussion on possible observational approaches).
Overall, most particle models follow from theories which at the same time solve some other problem
in physics. For axions, the theory that predicts them solves the strong-CP problem of quantum chro-
modynamics. One way to do this is by introducing a new (global) symmetry which is spontaneously
broken. e particle associated with this broken symmetry is called the axion. If their decay constant
is suciently large, they are light yet produced non-thermally. erefore they still qualify as CDM. See
e.g. [11] for some basic info as well as techicalities.
MACHOs
An obvious form of DM seems to be massive astrophysical compact halo objects (MACHOs). ese are
8e best qualier within the standard model are the neutrinos, but those fall in the category of hot dark maer.
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non-luminous baryonic objects (e.g. black holes, neutron stars and brown dwarfs). But, as mentioned
before, baryonic DM can not be the whole story and can only be a small fraction of all DM. Hence the
MACHO model has fallen somewhat out of grace over the recent years.
Alternative theories of gravity
In the introduction we said that in order to keep working with GR-machinery, one must change the in-
put (content of the universe) in order to make observations match GR-predictions. A dierent approach
would be to reverse the argument, i.e. to suppose that GR does not correctly describe the low-energy
(large scales) degrees of freedom and that the deviations from true gravity become large on galactic
scales (and larger). From this point of view, it is precisely those deviations that we have before inter-
preted as DM/DE. Alternative theories for gravity try to nd a dierent description of gravity, without
invoking the need for DM or DE. Multiple such theories have been proposed, and are still subjects of
active research. e rst idea along these lines was Modied Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) [12], which
was later extended in a relativistic way (TeVeS). Lately E. Verlinde introduced his theory of emergent
gravity [13], which joins ideas coming from string theory, black hole physics and quantum informa-
tion theory to argue that in de-Sier space, the laws of gravity change behavior near the cosmological
horizon. is theory could also provide a theoretical basis for MOND. In general, there are so many
constraints on DM and indiviual cases like the famous ‘bullet cluster’ [14], that building a new gravity
theory which explains them all is very hard. Such theories therefore tend become complex very quickly.
1.2 Dark Energy
Unlike DM which is associated with a series of eects, DE is almost dened as the ‘stu’ that is responsi-
ble for accelerated expansion. According to Big Bang cosmology, our universe started from a singularity
- the Big Bang - and from there expanded to its current size. e rate of expansion is determined mainly
by the component (e.g. radiation or maer) that dominates the total energy-momentum tensor of the
universe at that moment. One aer another, each component dominates for a while and aects the
expansion rate in its own way. It is later shown that the known forms of maer cause a decreasing
expansion rate. But dark energy does the opposite, it is the ‘stu’ that is associated with accelerated
expansion of the universe. Unlike cosmic ination, DE refers to late-time accelerated expansion, i.e.
accelerated expansion aer a period of decelerated expansion. In the language of uid-mechanics ac-
celerated expansion requires a negative pressure, which is one of the main characteristics of DE.9 In turn
this implies a violation of the strong energy condition, i.e.  + 3p < 0, where  and p are respectively
energy density and pressure of the uid, eectively describing the ‘stu’ that is DE. We will have more
to say about this eective description of uids later on.
ere are multiple independent observations of accelerated expansion [15][16].
9ose unfamiliar with the concept of uid-mechanics may wish to now read section 1.3 before continuing.
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• Type Ia supernovae
In 1998, the accelerated expansion was rst observed through high-redshi supernovae [17][18].
Type Ia supernovae act as standard candles - objects with xed luminosity - which can be used
for direct probing of the expansion history. e magnitude-redshi relation shows that distant
type Ia supernova appear dimmer than would be expected in a decelerating universe. But we
just said they are standard candles, so the logic should be reversed. We conclude that distant
supernovae are further away than expected in a decelerating universe, and therefore the universe
must accelerate.
• Baryonic acoustic oscillations/large scale structure
e early-universe phenomenon of baryonic acoustic oscillations introduces a peak in the maer
power spectrum. e peak says that there are slightly more pairs of galaxies seperated by ∼ 150
Mpc compared to seperations slightly bigger/smaller. e peak acts like a standard ruler which
- just like the standard candles we’ve seen - can be used to probe the expansion history. ese
measurements have independently conrmed accelerated expansion. As the peak in the maer
power spectrum is small, one needs to integrate over a large volume of space to get a signicant
signal. e rst report of this method was part of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey in 2005 [19].
Lastly, the total energy density of the universe is encoded in geometry. Measurements of the CMB
indicate that our universe is (nearly) at. erefore, the total energy density should, by denition, be
(nearly) equal to the critical energy density. However, baryonic maer and radiation together add up
to only∼ 5% of the critical value [20]. Hence DE and DM together are responsible for the vast majority
(∼ 95%). About ∼ 25% is made up by DM, leaving ∼ 70% of the critical value due to DE, which comes
down to ∼ 7× 10−30 g/cm3.10
So far we have been intentionally rather vague about what DE is, the reason of course being we don’t
know! However, there are many candidate-models for DE and we shall now discuss a small selection
of them.
1.2.1 Cosmological constant
e simplest way to theoretically include accelerated expansion, is to add a cosmological constant (Λ >
0) to Einstein’s equation:
Gµν + Λgµν =
8piG
c4
Tµν (1.1)
e cosmological constant assigns an energy density to empty space (vacuum). Λ is both constant in
time and space, which makes it the simplest model. Originally, Einstein himself introduced this ex-
tra term in order to allow static solutions. ese days we favor to rewrite the cosmological constant
10To put this in perspective, the critical energy density is about equal to 5 Hydrogen atoms per cubic meter.
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term as a source and take it to the RHS.11 When the sources (RHS) are described in the language of
uid-mechanics, introducing a cosmological constant is equal to introducing a new uid with equation
of state pΛ = −Λ. is is what the ΛCDM model does, i.e. besides baryonic maer and radiation it
introduces DM and DE in the form of CDM and Λ respectively. Although the ΛCDM-model is very
succesful in quantitatively reproducing observational data, it does not explain the origin, sign and nu-
merical value of Λ.
Perhaps suprisingly, in quantum eld theory one nds that the constant creation and annihilation of
virtual pairs12 also leads to a vacuum energy density. However, a simple estimation of the vacuum en-
ergy density in quantum eld theory leads to a value which is ∼ 1060 - 10120 (!) times larger than the
measured value of Λ in the ΛCDM-model.13 At least from a theoretical point of view, this is unsatis-
fying. At the same time, once the possibility of including Λ in the theory is known, it is hard to argue
why it should be exactly zero. us to summarize: a complete and satisfying theory that relies on Λ
should explain why it is non-zero and why it is much smaller than expected.14
When we add up the great emperical succes of ΛCDM with its theoretical problems, we understand
what most competing models are trying to do, namely to slightly deviate from ΛCDM (e.g. by introduc-
ing some dynamics) in a physically motivated way. is approach allows to stay in good contact with
data while exploring new theories with richer dynamics.
1.2.2 Alternative DE models
Above we have seen that for a cosmological constant the equation of state parameterwΛ ≡ pΛ/Λ = −1.
Alternative theories for DE investigate the possibility that wDE 6= −1, e.g. by considering other values
or introducing time-dependence: w → w(t).15
An example of the laer approach is quintessence [23], which introduces a dynamical scalar eld min-
imally coupled to Einstein gravity. It has been shown that given a suitable potential such a eld can
trigger accelerated expansion (examples in Table 1 of [24]). intessence models have a canonical ki-
11roughout we use RHS for ‘right-hand side’ and similarly LHS for ‘le-hand side’.
12In turn, the possibility for the creation and annihilation of virtual pairs can be traced back to the uncertainty principle,
which is one of the pilars of QFT.
13e dierence between the factors 1060 and 10120 originates from a dierent choice of the ultraviolet (UV) cuto scale,
they correspond to the QCD- and Planck-scale respectively. In a QFT, one has to introduce this cuto because the theory
can not be valid up to arbitrary high energies.
14An amusing way out of this problem is oered by so-called anthropic arguments [21], which however will not be
discussed here.
15Unlike late-time accelerated expansion, cosmic ination cannot be modeled by a cosmological constant. In the early
1980s this lead to a vast eort in nding alternative ways to trigger accelerated expasion [22]. Later, some of those models
were also considered in the context of late-time accelerated expansion.
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netic term, models with non-canonical kinetic terms are referred to as kinetic-essence (or k-essence)
models [25].
Some other alternatives like brane models are much more involved and depart from the usual GR-
machinery [26],[24]. In such models, DE does not emerge from extra ‘stu’, but is due to one or multiple
extra dimensions. e basic idea of brane cosmology is that the world as we perceive it is restricted
to a brane, embedded in a higher-dimensional bulk. Simply said, in such a theory the force of gravity
is dened on the bulk space, whereas the other forces are conned to the brane.16 On large scales (on
the brane), one would start to see eects induced by the extra dimension, causing gravity to change
behavior. is could explain why gravity is weak compared to the other forces.
Due to the lack of understanding of DE there are many more models and we have only touched upon
some of the most prominent ones. e interested reader is referred to [24] (see end of §2.3) and refer-
ences therein for more information.
1.3 Eective description: Dark Fluid Models
Presumably, the issues found in the IR regime of GR would disappear in a full theory of quantum grav-
ity. at is, even though these problems pop-up in the IR, their solution is likely to be found in the UV.
Considering the fact there is no UV-complete quantum theory of gravity, concessions must be made to
make progress. e concession that we will make is to resort to an eective description.
In principle, every physical model can be described by a Lagrangean, which is a complicated func-
tion of various kinds of elds (e.g. scalar, spinor, etc.) and their derivatives. In the eective description
of a uid, one derives - from the Lagrangean - a usually simpler function called the equation of state
(EoS). e EoS relates the uid’s pressure and energy density to each other, and it fully charactarizes
the uid’s behavior. e price to pay for dealing with this simpler function is that we loose sight of
the microscopic origin of the model, since multiple distinct microscopic Lagrangeans can lead to the
same EoS. At the same time this is a huge relief, since now we won’t have to deal with complicated
renormalization-group ow to extract IR physics from a theory with microscopic origin. In some sense
the eective uid represents a whole class of microscopic models (but only in the IR). Allowing one
to investigate the viability of multiple theories at the same time. For instance, in quintessence certain
potentials can furnish models with the same EoS as a real cosmological constant.
To summarize the above: UDM models aempt to explain both DM and DE in one go, in general these
theories can be very complicated but for this thesis we shall consider their eective description in the
16Or in other words one could say that the graviton is free to propagate in all directions of the bulk while the other
gauge-bosons are restricted to move only along brane-directions.
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form of uids. ese uids are characterized by an EoS, which will therefore be the natural starting
point for us. In chapter 2 we introduce the (generalized) Chaplygin gas (gCg) model, which introduces
a single uid obeying the Chaplygin EoS.
1.4 de Sitter & Schwarzschild de Sitter
In this section we shall discuss the de Sier (dS) and Schwarzschild de Sier (SdS) spaces. Although
both are vacuum solutions (Tµν = 0) of the Einstein eld equations, we will later see similarities with
a spacetime lled with the Chaplygin gas.
1.4.1 de Sitter
In GR, one way to classify spacetimes is by their symmetries, the more symmetries the simpler a space-
time is. e number of symmetries is quantied by the number of Killing elds. When the points on a
smooth manifold (spacetime) are translated along a Killing eld, angles and distances are le invariant,
this is called isometry. One says that the Killing eld generates a continuous symmetry.17 e number
of symmetries (and thus the number of Killing elds) is limited.18 In a maximally symmetric spacetime
(number of Killing elds is maximal), the curvature is equal everywhere. In fact, all points are equal in
the sense that there are no special points.
ere are three distinct maximally symmetric solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations with a (pos-
sibly vanishing) cosmological constant:
Gµν + Λgµν = 0
ese three solutions are the Minkowski, de Sier and anti-de Sier spacetimes, they correspond to the
unique solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations with respectively a vanishing, positive and negative
cosmological constant. In n dimensions, each can be realized as a hypersurface embedded in (n + 1)-
dimensional Minkowski space. For de Sier (dS), this embedding is given by19
−X20 +X21 + · · ·+X2n = a2, a = constant (1.2)
is embedding equation should make clear that dS is the Lorentzian analog of a sphere. e hy-
persurface described by the embedding equation is a connected hyperboloid (assuming a2 > 0). e
17ere is a sublety, discrete symmetries like inversions are not smoothly connected to the identity and therefore can not
be generated by a Killing eld.
18If you agree that n-dimensional Euclidean space must be maximally symmetric we can easily deduce the maximal
number of Killing elds. is spacetime has n translations and n(n−1)/2 rotations (the number of planes), hence n(n+1)/2
symmetries and Killing elds.
19We have used Cartesian coordinates (X0, X1, . . . , Xn) for the (n+ 1)-dimensional Minkowski space.
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cosmological constant and a (note it has unit of length) are connected by
Λ =
(d− 2)(d− 1)
2a2
(1.3)
We will now walk through a series of dierent coordinate systems that all describe (parts of) dS space,
poiting out interesting properties of dS along the way. e embedding of a hypersurface in a higher
dimensional spacetime is convenient for visualisation but otherwise the extra dimension is unneces-
sary. A metric describing n-dimensional dS can be found by solving the embedding equation, i.e. nd
expressions for X0, . . . , Xn such that (1.2) is satised. en, the metric is found by
ds2(dS) = −dX20 + · · ·+ dX2n (1.4)
Global coordinates (τ, θ1, . . . , θn−1)
e embedding equation can be solved by:
X0 = a sinh
(τ
a
)
Xi = a cosh
(τ
a
)
ωi, i = 1, . . . , n
(1.5)
where the ωi parameterize a (n− 1)-dimensional sphere of unit radius.
ω1 = cos θ1
ω2 = sin θ1 cos θ2
...
ωn−1 = sin θ1 . . . sin θn−2 cos θn−1
ωn = sin θ1 . . . sin θn−2 sin θn−1
(1.6)
Substituting (1.5) in (1.4) results in20
ds2(dS) = −dτ 2 + a2 cosh2
(τ
a
)
dΩ2n−1 (1.7)
In this form of the metric, we see that dS space is a (n − 1)-sphere that contracts and re-expands to
innite size (with a minimum at τ = 0) as τ goes from −∞ to ∞, this feature is clearly seen in the
(2+1)-dimensional hyperboloid in g. 2. us for τ > 0, dS space describes an expanding universe.
Moreover, the radius grows faster and faster for large τ , hence the dS universe is describing accelerated
expansion.
20Notice that ωn does not introduce a new coordinate such that (1.4), which seems to be a function of n+ 1 coordinates,
only depends on n coordinates.
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Static coordinates (t, r, θ1, . . . , θn−2)
Another solution to the embedding equation is
X0 =
√
a2 − r2 sinh
(
t
a
)
X1 =
√
a2 − r2 cosh
(
t
a
)
Xi+1 = rωi i = 1, . . . , n− 1
(1.8)
(here the ωi parameterize an (n− 2)-sphere). Substituting (1.8) in (1.4) gives the static form of dS:
ds2(dS) = −
(
1− r
2
a2
)
dt2 +
1(
1− r2
a2
)dr2 + r2dΩ2n−2 (1.9)
In this form, the radial coordinate r = a is a singularity, i.e. the metric blows up there. Since the previ-
ous form of dS was singularity-free, we can conclude that the (n − 2)-sphere at r = a is a coordinate
singularity (rather than a real one), it is called the cosmological (event) horizon. We have seen before
that dS describes an expanding universe, the correct interpretation of the cosmological horizon is that
this is the radius at which the expansion becomes superluminal. erefore, for an observer siing at
the origin, the region beyond the singularity is unobservable, his or her signals need an innite amount
of coordinate time to reach the cosmological horizon. e radial location of the cosmological horizon
(a) is called the de Sier radius. Looking back at (1.3), we now understand that a large cosmological
constant leads to a small dS radius. So if Λ increases, the growth of the expansion rate (per unit of
static coordinate length) becomes higher, causing the dS radius to shi towards the origin. In g. 2
we have ploed the hyperbolic plane in 2 + 1 dimensions and a few coordinate lines for static ob-
servers at constant radial coordinate. Clearly, static coordinates describe only a part of dS space. Notice
that the relative amount of space covered in static coordinates becomes smaller for larger t, and asymp-
totes to zero. is certainly makes sense with our picture of an expanding universe; for a static observer
everything expands away from him or her, leaving only a very small patch of dS space visible at large t.
Flat slicing coordinates (t¯, r¯, θ1, . . . , θn−2)
X0 = a sinh
(
t¯
a
)
+
r¯2et¯/a
2a
X1 = a cosh
(
t¯
a
)
− r¯
2et¯/a
2a
Xi = r¯e
t¯/aξi i = 2, . . . , n
(1.10)
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Figure 2: e orange hyperboloid is the embedding plane of 2-dimensional dS in 3-dimensional Minkowski space. e time
coordinate is along the hyperboloid’s axis. Blue lines represent world-lines for an observer in static coordinates at a xed
radial distance from the origin. e middle blue line is for an observer at the origin (r = 0), while the other two blue lines
correspond to r ≈ 0.6a. e red lines correspond to the cosmological horizon (r = a) for an observer at the origin.
Where the ξi satisfy r¯2 =
∑n
i=2 ξ
2
i , for instance we can (and will) use the spherical coordinates for ξi.
Substituting in (1.4) gives the dS metric in at slicing coordinates:
ds2(dS) = −dt¯2 + e2t¯/a
(
dr¯2 + r¯2dΩ2n−2
)
(1.11)
e dS metrics in at slicing- and static coordinates are linked through the transformation
r = r¯et¯/a, et/a =
et¯/a√
1− r
a
et¯/a
(1.12)
1.4.2 Schwarzschild de Sitter
We will now combine dS with the well-known Schwarzschild geometry, which is a spherically symmet-
ric solution of the vacuum Einstein equations with zero cosmological constant. In static coordinates, it
is given by (switching to 3 + 1 spacetime dimensions from now):
ds2(S) = −fS(r)dt2 + fS(r)−1dr2 + r2dΩ22, fS(r) = 1−
rs
r
(1.13)
e radial coordinate rs = 2GM is the Schwarzschild radius and marks a coordinate singularity hiding
a central mass M . Note that the metric is asymptotically Minkowski. Comparing (1.13) with the static
form of dS (1.8) we see that fdS(r) =
(
1− r2
a2
)
. is naturally leads to the Schwarzschild de Sier (SdS)
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metric in static coordinates:
ds2(SdS) = −fSdS(r)dt2 + fSdS(r)−1dr2 + r2dΩ22, fSdS(r) = 1−
rs
r
− r
2
a2
(1.14)
is metric describes a spherically symmetric expanding universe with a central mass M . Now there
are two event horizons and the SdS metric describes spacetime for observers in between them.21 Note
that if r  rs then fSdS(r)→ fdS(r). In other words, the SdS metric is asymptotically dS. In a way the
central mass and the cosmological constant are competing, the former one being an aractive form of
gravity, while the laer sources repulsive gravity. So we see that the SdS metric can capture both the
idea of mass (aractive gravity) and accelerated expansion (repulsive gravity), which makes the SdS
meric relevant for UDM models.
Just like dS, the static form of SdS can be transformed such that the explicit time-dependence becomes
apparent. e time-dependent form of SdS is:
ds2(SdS) = −
(
2eτ/aρ−M
2eτ/aρ+M
)2
dτ 2 + e2τ/a
(
1 +
M
2eτ/aρ
)4 (
dρ2 + ρ2dΩ22
)
(1.15)
Concretely, this shows that a particle which appears to be static in static (co-moving) coordinates ac-
tually moves away from the origin. e rate becomes larger as time progresses, until the rate becomes
superluminal at the cosmological horizon.
21Notice that both event horizons are not at the place where they used to be. e Schwarzschild radius is shied outwards
while the cosmological horizon is shied inwards. If eitherM or Λ increases, then the two horizons get closer to each other.
e special solution where both radii coincide is called the Nariai solution, it gives the biggest black hole that could t in dS
for a given Λ.
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2 e Chaplygin gas & Setup
In this section we introduce the Chaplygin-gas EoS and then proceed towards our goal of constructing
a localized object from it. To do so we basically write down the Einstein equations in a background
spacetime that is appropriate for this task. In the end, this will lead us to a highly non-linear dierential
equation constraining the pressure envelope as a function of the radial coordinate.
2.1 e Chaplygin-gas equation of state
e generalized Chaplygin-gas equation of state (gCg EoS) is given by:
p ∝ − 1
α
, α > 0, (2.1)
where p and  are pressure and energy density respectively. Its original form with α = 1 was proposed
in 1904 by S. Chaplygin in the context of aerodynamics [27]. Later it was rediscovered by cosmolo-
gists, rst in the original form [28] and later its generalization [29]. As stated before, the gCg EoS can
be derived from multiple microscopic theories, including string-theory [30] (for α = 1), and certain
quintessence models [28]. ere have been multiple investigations on the compatibility of the gCg
model with modern cosmological observations. e current trend is that only a gCg model which is
practically indistinguishable from ΛCDM can account for observational data [31][32],[33], as we will
see this is the case when α is close to zero.
For this thesis, we choose the proportionality constant such that (in units of c = 1):
p
µ
= − 1
(/µ)α
, µ = constant > 0 (2.2)
Recall that pressure and energy density have the same units, and therefore µ too must have the unit of
an energy density. For future reference, the pressure and energy density are always connected through
the Legendre transformation of some function f(ρ), where ρ has the interpretation of mass density. We
will use the parametrization:

µ
≡ f(ρ) =
[
1 +B
(
ρ
µ
)1+α] 11+α
, such that p
µ
= ρf ′(ρ)− f(ρ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Legendre transf. of f(ρ)
= −
[
1 +B
(
ρ
µ
)1+α] −α1+α
,
(2.3)
where B is a positive integration constant.
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2.1.1 LFRW cosmology with Chaplygin gas
To get some feeling for how the rather exotic gCg EoS behaves, we consider a 3+1 dimensional FLRW
universe. Later we shall move on to a spacetime that is more appropriate for our goal. In the previous
chapter it was stated that the gCg model could capture both DM and DE behavior if the circumstances
are right, indeed, in an FLRW seing this is the case. FLRW cosmology tries to describe the universe
on the largest scales and makes two assumptions:
• e universe (on the largest scales) is homogeneous in space.
• e universe (on the largest scales) is isotropic in space
Together these assumptions are known as the cosmological principle. For this section we consider the
special case of a at universe. Homogeneity, isotropy and atness together constrain the line element
describing spacetime to the form
ds2FLRW = −dt2 + a2(t)d~x3, (2.4)
e spatial part of the manifold is rescaled by a time-dependent function a(t) called the scale factor. is
line element provides the LHS of the Einstein equation. e RHS is sourced by a perfect uid obeying
the gCg EoS, meaning the stress-energy tensor is
T µν = (c + pc)u
µuν + pcg
µν ,
= −[µ1+α +Bρ1+α] 11+α gµν +Bρ1+α[µ1+α +Bρ1+α] −α1+α (gµν + uµuν) (2.5)
where uµ are the components of the uid’s four-velocity, normalized as uµuµ = −1. Notice that if ρ = 0
we nd T µν = −µgµν , which is the stress-energy tensor of a pure cosmological constant. In a moment
we will see when ρ = 0.
Out of the three Einstein equations, only two are independent, these are also known as the Friedmann
equations. ey imply the covariant conservation of the stress-energy tensor:
∇µT µν = 0 ⇒ ˙c = −3 a˙
a
(c + pc) (2.6)
with the subscript c refering to ‘Chaplygin’ and the overdots representing derivatives with respect to
(cosmic) time t. Deviding by µ and substituting the gCg EoS
˙c
µ
= −3 a˙
a
(
c
µ
−
(
c
µ
)−α)
⇒
˙c
µ
c
µ
−
(
c
µ
)−α = −3 a˙a
⇒
1
1+α
d
dt
(
c
µ
)1+α
(
c
µ
)1+α
− 1
=
1
1 + α
d
dt
[
ln
((
c
µ
)1+α
− 1
)]
=
d
dt
(
ln a−3
) (2.7)
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Integrating over t we nd:
ln
((
c
µ
)1+α
− 1
)
= (1 + α) ln a−3 + lnC (2.8)
where we have choosen to absorb a factor (1 + α) into the integration constant and write the result as
lnC with C > 0 (without loss of generality). Reshueling terms we obtain the gCg energy density as
a function of the scale factor:
c
µ
=
[
1 +
C
a3(1+α)
]1/1+α
(2.9)
Note the similarity with (2.3). Consider two limiting cases:
• For small a ⇒ c ∝ a−3. is is typical behavior for non-relativistic maer, which naturally
decreases a factor a3 in density if the linear size of the volume containing the maer is increased
by a factor a.
• For large a ⇒ c ∝ a0, which is similar to a cosmological constant. e gCg energy density
becomes constant (independent of a) when the scale-factor is suciently large. Moreover, in the
limit we get c = µ and hence pc = −µ = −c. So the gCg EoS is asymptotically equal to a
cosmological constant (pΛ = −Λ). In other words, the time-dependent EoS parameter of a gCg
in FLRW behaves as wc(a(t))→ −1 = wΛ as a(t) 1.
We would also like to see how a¨ behaves in these two regimes. Tracing the Einstein equation gives the
second Friedmann equation (or acceleration equation):
a¨
a
∝ −(c + 3pc) (2.10)
So a nessecary condition for accelerated expansion (a¨ > 0) is
pc
c
< −1/3 (2.9)===⇒ C
a3(1+α)
< 2. (2.11)
is condition is satised for a suciently large, which we found corresponds to a regime where the
gCg mimics Λ. On the other hand, for small a the inequality (2.11) is not satised which leads to decel-
erated expansion. So altogether, on the domain of interest (a ∈ (0,∞) and α ∈ [0, 1]), (2.9) is analytic
and hence the gCg indeed smoothly interpolates between a maer-like phase and a de Sier phase of
accelerated expansion. Both phases are needed: maer-like behavior at early times causes decelerated
expansion which allows structure formation, while the de Sier phase allows to describe accelerated
expansion at late times.
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We have so far calculated most quantities as functions of the the scale factor, a(t). But in FLRW cosmol-
ogy, one can usually think of a also as time (there is one caveat which I will point out). Let us quickly
sketch the argument, since we are not interested in the details I will mostly use scaling relations here.
Consider a at FLRW universe with one dominant component obeying the EoS pd = wdd (d referring
to dominant). estion: how does the scale factor evolve with (cosmic) time? To nd the answer we
start (again) from the conservation equation:
˙d = −3 a˙
a
(d + pd) = −3 a˙
a
(1 + w) d (2.12)
is dierential equation is readily solved:
d
dt
ln d =
d
dt
ln a−3(1+w) ⇒ d ∝ a−3(1+w) (2.13)
Plugging this result into the rst Friedmann equation(
a˙
a
)2
=
8piG
3
d ⇒ a˙2 ∝ a−(1+3w) ⇒ a(t) ∝ t
2
3(1+w) (2.14)
e caveat is easy to spot, this derivation doesn’t work for the case of wd = −1, which is a more subtle
case where the scale factor is found to scale exponentially with time. Also if a˙/a = 0, (2.14) is not valid.
Other than that, (2.14) concludes the argument that (for w 6= −1) the relation between the scale factor
and time is a simple power-law. erefore one can usually think of small/large scale factor as early/late
times.
We are now also in the position to show another remarkable property of the gCg: its sound speed
squared is bounded and positive, which is non-trivial for negative pressure models. Recall that the
sound speed (vs) for a given equation of state is dened as:
v2s =
∂pc
∂c
= µ
∂
∂c
(
pc
µ
)
= α
(
µ
c
)1+α
≤ 1 (2.15)
where in the last step we have used c ≥ µ (by 2.9) and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Indeed, the sound velocity is real
and bounded by the speed of light (recall we work in units of c = 1). Note that for α > 1, the sound
speed is still bounded but can become superluminal, this is the main reason why we have restricted
our investigation to α ≤ 1, although it has been argued that a superluminal gCg is not necessarily in
conict with causality [34].
Next, we show that for α = 0, the gCg model reduces to dark sector of ΛCDM. In this limit the gCg
energy density (2.9) becomes:
lim
α→0
(
c
µ
)
= 1 +
C
a3
(2.16)
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We should compare this to the dark sector energy density found in the ΛCDM model, i.e. an FLRW
universe lled with maer, radiation and a cosmological constant (Λ). Each of these components enters
the model via a perfect uid with respective equation of state parameters wm = 0, wr = 1/3, wdm =
0, wΛ = −1. Since these uids are not coupled to each other (other than via gravity), each component
seperately satises an energy-conservation equation, therefore:
˙dm = −3 a˙
a
(dm + pdm), ˙Λ = −3 a˙
a
(Λ + pΛ)
add
===⇒ ˙ = −3 a˙
a
(+ p)
(2.17)
where we have now dened  and p as the energy density and pressure of dark maer and the cosmo-
logical constant together. Using the EoS parameters
p ≡ pdm + pΛ = 0− Λ = −Λ (2.18)
Substituting in (2.17):
d
dt

− Λ =
d
dt
ln a−3 (2.19)
Again, we integrate over time and write the integration constant as a logarithm
ln
(( 
Λ
)
− 1
)
= ln a−3 + lnC ′ (2.20)
Leading to the result we were aer ( 
Λ
)
= 1 +
C ′
a3
(2.21)
So now we explicitly see by comparing (2.16) and (2.21) that µ is associated with a cosmological con-
stant, and that in the limit of α → 0 the Chaplygin model reduces to the DM/DE sector of the ΛCDM
model.
To summarize: we have shown that:
• e gCg model smoothly interpolates between a maer dominated phase with decelerated ex-
pansion, and an asypmtotic de Sier phase with accelerated expansion.
• e sound speed squared associated with the gCg is positive and bounded by the speed of light.
• In a homogeneous and isotropic spacetime, the gCg model reduces to the ΛCDM model in the
limit α→ 0.
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2.2 Deriving the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volko equation
An essential property of DM is that it clusters and forms haloes in which the luminous maer of galaxies
is embedded. erefore, we have to break the assumption of spatial homogeneity which underlies the
FLRW metric. We write down the most general line-element that is spherically symmetric and static 22
ds2 = −A(r)dt2 + B(r)dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2). (2.22)
A(r) and B(r) are positive (unknown) functions, their explicit form will be determined by properties
of the gCg. us in contrast to FLRW, this spacetime is described by two functions instead of one (the
scale factor). e Einstein tensor calculated from (2.22) is (primes denote derivatives w.r.t. r):
Gtt =
A
r2B
(B′r
B − 1 + B
)
=
A
B
(−1
r2
+
B
r2
+
B′
rB
)
Grr =
1
r2
(A′r
A + 1− B
)
=
1
r2
− B
r2
+
A′
Ar
Gθθ =
r2
B
(
A′′
2A −
1
2
(A′
A
)2
+
1
4
(A′
A
)2
− 1
4
A′B′
AB +
1
2r
(A′
A −
B′
B
))
=
r2
2B
(A′′
A −
A′
2A
(A′
A +
B′
B
)
+
1
r
(A′
A −
B′
B
))
Gφφ = sin
2 θ Gθθ
(2.23)
We are looking for solutions of the inhomogeneous Einstein equations: Gµν = 8piGTµν .23 Similar to
the FLRW case before, the RHS is sourced by a perfect uid obeying the gCg EoS:
Tµν = pgµν + (+ p)uµuν (2.24)
Given the line element (2.22), the normalization condition of the uid’s four-velocity u (uµuµ = −1) is
solved by (u0, ~u) = (−1/√A,~0). Using (2.23) and (2.24) we nd the Einstein equations to be:
1
B
[−1
r2
+
B
r2
+
B′
Br
]
= 8piG
1
B
[
1
r2
− B
r2
+
A′
Ar
]
= 8piGp
1
2B
[A′′
A −
A′
2A
(A′
A +
B′
B
)
+
1
r
(A′
A −
B′
B
)]
= 8piGp
(2.25)
22Our spatial coordinates are taken to be co-moving, i.e. moving along wih the expansion.
23Without including a cosmological constant of course, the idea is that the gCg supplies DE behavior.
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Notice that due to spherical symmetry the θ- and φ-equations are equal.
Let us dene24
M(r) ≡
∫ r
0
4pis2((s)− µ)ds (2.26)
For small r - where the metric will be close to Minkowski - this function may be interpreted as a mass
function.25 Note that the combination (−µ) is strictly positive, henceM is a monotonically increasing
function of r.
Using (2.26) the rst equation of (2.25) can be rewrien as:
1
B
[−1
r2
+
B
r2
+
B′
Br
]
= 8piG ⇒ 1− 8piGr2 =
( r
B
)′
= 1− 8piGr2(− µ)− 8piGr2µ
⇒ rB =
∫ r
0
(
1− 8piGs2((s)− µ)− 8piGs2µ) ds
⇒ B(r) =
[
1− 2GM(r)
r
− 8piGµr
2
3
]−1 (2.27)
Which, combined with the second equation of (2.25) gives:(A′
A
)
=
B
r
[
1− 1B + 8piGr
2p
]
=
2G
r2
M+ 4pir3(p+ µ/3)
1− 2GM
r
− 8piGµr2
3
(2.28)
Finally, substituting the expressions for (A′/A) and B in the third equation of (2.25) we nd:
p′
p+ 
= −G
r2
M+ 4pir3(p+ µ/3)
1− 2GM
r
− 8piGµr2
3
(2.29)
is equation is the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volko (TOV) equation, which constrains the radial struc-
ture of an object in hydrostatic equilibrium with gravity [35]. Here, it looks a bit dierent from its orig-
inal form, the dierence resides in our denition of the mass-function which takes expansion sourced
by µ into account. Nevertheless we will occasionally refer to (2.29) as the TOV equation. For us, (2.29)
constrains the radial pressure prole of the object we wish to make, i.e. our object is assumed to be
spherically symmetric and in static gravitational equilibrium. Even though the pressure is negative,
24rougout this thesis we shall will use the dummy variable s for integrals over the radial coordinate.
25is denition ofM is perfectly acceptable as a mathematical tool, but a proper mass-function should be a covariant
quantity. is is achieved by adjusting the measure of integration:
∫ → ∫ √−g, however, such a proper mass-function
wouldn’t aid us in rewriting (2.25).
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gCg objects can be in gravitational equilibrium because the pressure is more negative for smaller den-
sities. us allowing the pressure to balance gravity. In principle, equations (2.2), (2.26) and (2.29) form
a closed system and thus a solution should exist. We will next set out to constructing these solutions.
Considering this integro-dierential equation is highly non-linear, there is lile hope of solving the
full equation analytically, hence this requires some strategy. Our general approach will be to consider
a piece of the radial dimension and make some physically motivated assumptions under which (2.29)
simplies, then our task is to solve this and check whether the solution is consistent with the assump-
tions. We will rst do this for the regime of small r, and later for the regime where r is large, where the
meaning of ‘small’ and ‘large’ are to be given later.
Lastly, notice that B(r) is a natural generalization of grr(SdS), compare (2.27) with (1.14). e constant M
has been upgraded to a mass-functionM(r) and we can identify a−2 = 8piGµ/3. In general it will not
be true that A = B−1 as was the case for the SdS vacuum solution.
2.3 Solution small r regime
We consider (2.29) in the limit where r is small. In particular, let us assume
 µ |p|
2GM
r
 1 will hold in the regime where r2  3
8piGµ
M
4piµr3
 1
(2.30)
e idea is that as we try to describe collapsed objects, we expext the energy density to be relatively
high for small radii (  µ). Upon insertion in the gCg EoS this implies in turn that µ  |p|. e
laer two assumptions translate toM should grow at least linearly with r but no faster than r3. As
we have seen expanding universes that also admit accelerated expansion can be described by dS and
SdS. In the co-moving coordinates that we use, we can expect the expansion rate to be insignicant for
small radii, which is expressed by our denition of small r. We will refer to these limits collectively as
the Newtonian limit. Under these assumptions the TOV equation greatly simplies:
p′
p+ 
Newtonian
=========⇒
limit
p′

, and
−G
r2
M+ 4pir3(p+ µ/3)
1− 2GM
r
− 8piGµr2
3
Newtonian
=========⇒
limit
−GM
r2
(2.31)
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Hence, we nd that in the Newtonian limit, (2.29) reduces to:
p′

= −GM
r2
, (2.32)
which we can solve analytically. Inserting the gCg EoS:
GM = −r2p
′

=
α
α + 1
r2
d
dr
[(

µ
)−α−1]
(2.33)
Rather than directly solving this integro-dierential equation, we dierentiate to obtain:
GM′ (2.26)= 4piGr2(− µ) µ≈ 4piGµr2 
µ
=
α
α + 1
d
dr
{
r2
d
dr
[(

µ
)−α−1]}
(2.34)
is dierential equation is solved by a power-law, found by inserting (/µ) = (r/rc)γ :
4piGµ
α/(α + 1)
(
r
rc
)γ
=
1
r2
∂r
(
r2∂r
(
r
rc
)−γ(α+1))
= γ(1 + α) (γ(1 + α)− 1) r−2c
r
rc
−γ(α+1)−2
, (2.35)
from which the constants γ and rc can be determined. is way the Newtonian solution is found to be(

µ
)
=
(
r
rc
) −2
2+α
, r2c =
α(4 + 3α)
(2 + α)2
1
2piGµ
(2.36)
is solution matches the result in [33] where a low-density sphere of gCg in hydrostatic equilibrium
is considered. Note that if our assumption that   µ is correct (which we shall varify in a second),
then we also need r  rc. In other words, our solution is valid for small r, up to r . rc.
For consistency, we should check whether the solution (2.36) satises all the assumptions that were
made.

µ
=
(
r
rc
) −2
2+α
=
(
α(4 + 3α)
(2 + α)2
1
2piGµr2
) 1
2+α
 1 for r2  α
2piGµ
(2.37)
If α is not too small, this conrms our initial assumption that   µ if r2  3/8piGµ. It also demon-
strates that in the limit where α→ 0, the Newtonian regime completely vanishes.
Continuing to check the other assumptions:
p
µ
= −
(

µ
)−α
= −
(
r2
r2c
) α
2+α
→ 0 as r → 0 (2.38)
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Indeed, (2.36) is consistent with the assumption that  µ p. Using (2.36) and (2.26) we can integrate
to nd:
M = 4piµ
∫ r
0
s2
(
s
rc
) −2
2+α
ds = 4piµr3c
2 + α
4 + 3α
(
r
rc
) 4+3α
2+α
(2.39)
Hence for all α > 0 we have thatM/r → 0 andM/4piµr3  1 as r → 0. Notice that small α gives
rise to an area scaling ofM, while large α impliesM∝ r3.
To conclude, we have shown that in the above described Newtonian limit, the TOV-equation greatly
simplies and admits a self-consistent solution in the form of a power-law (2.36) valid for r  rc.
Although the requirement r  rc is formaly correct, it is a statement that is open for interpretation. In
practice we will use a more strict condition for the Newtonian regime. From the denition ofM, one
nds an exact relation between  andM′:
M(r) =
∫ r
0
4pis2((s)− µ)ds ⇒ 
µ
= 1 +
M′
4piµr2
(2.40)
However, using the results valid in the Newtonian approximation we nd that  andM′ are not related
this way, but instead:

µ
=
(
r
rc
) −2
2+α
=
M′
4piµr2
(2.41)
Of course, in the limit r → 0 we nd M′
4piµr2
 1 and the 1 and be safely neglected. Now, instead of
requiring that /µ > 1 (which translates to r < rc), we will in the future require that for the Newtonian
solution /µ = M′
4piµr2
> 2. is requirement leads to:
r <
rc
21+α/2
(2.42)
Which is a more strict condition, and later on it will give us a beer idea up to what point the Newtonian
solution is valid.
2.4 Solution large r regime
Now turn to (2.29) in the limit of large r. In the previous chapter we have argued that µ can be iden-
tied with a cosmological constant, and we have seen the similarity between our spacetime and SdS.
is implies the existence of a (cosmological) event horizon, a surface at which the cosmic expansion
(sourced by µ) becomes superluminal. Since we are working in co-moving coordinates, the radius at
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which happens is nite. is is the de-Sier radius (R), it is implicitly dened as the radial coordinate
where the metric coeecient B(r) diverges (see 2.27):
grr|r=R =
1
B(R) = 1−
2GM(R)
R
− 8piGµR
2
3
= 1− 2Gm0
R
− 8piGµR
2
3
= 0 (2.43)
Where the third equality will become clear soon. It is natural to say that r is large when it is close to the
dS-radius. Our stratagy will be to rewrite the TOV equation in terms ofM(r), which we then expand
in a series near the horizon. In terms ofM we nd that , p and p′ become:
(r)
µ
= 1 +
M′
4piµr2
⇒ p(r)
µ
= −
(
1
1 + M
′
4piµr2
)α
= −1 + αM
′
4piµr2
+ . . .
⇒ p
′(r)
µ
=
α
4piµr2
(
M′′ − 2M
′
r
)
+ . . .
(2.44)
For now we shall neglect the terms indicated with ( . . . ), in the next chapter we will have a few words
to say about the validity of this approxation. If 1+α
2
M′
4piµr2
< 1 then the rst order approximation of p is
valid, we should check this later for self-consistency. Substituting (2.44) in (2.29) gives an approximate
TOV-equation:(
1− 2GM
r
− 8piGµr
2
3
)(
M′′ − 2M
′
r
)
α
4piµ
= −(1 + α)GrM′
( M
4piµr3
− 2
3
+
αM′
4piµr2
)
(2.45)
We shall shall assume the mass-function to be analytic at R, which allows the expansion ofM around
(R− r)/R ≡ x = 0.
M = m0 +m1x+ m2
2!
x2 +
m3
3!
x3 . . .
M′ = − 1
R
(m1 +m2x+
m3
2!
x2 + . . . )
M′′ = 1
R2
(m2 +m3x+ . . . )
(2.46)
By multiplying (2.45) by r2, negative powers of r are suppressed:(
r − 2GM− 8
3
piGµr3
)
(M′′r − 2M′) α
4piµ
= −(1 + α)GM′
(M
4piµ
− 2r
3
3
+
αM′r
4piµ
)
, (2.47)
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Now substitute (2.46) and rewrite r in favor of x, the LHS is found to be:
x
2piµR
[
α (2m1 +m2) (−3Gm0 −Gm1 +R)
]
− x
2
4piµR
[
α(−2m3 (R− 3Gm0) + 2m1(−6Gm0 + 2Gm2 +Gm3 + 3R) +Gm22 +m2R)
]
+O(x3)
(2.48)
Similarly, for the RHS one nds (aer simplifying using 2.43):
− 1
4piµR
(α + 1)
[
m1 (αGm1 − 3Gm0 +R)
]
+
x
4piµR
[
(α + 1)
(
(α + 1)Gm21 +m1 (−2αGm2 − 6Gm0 + 3R)−m2 (R− 3Gm0)
) ]
+
x2
8piµR
[
(α + 1)(− 2αGm22 +m1 ((4α + 3)Gm2 − 2 (αGm3 + 3R) + 12Gm0)
+ 6m2 (R− 2Gm0)−m3 (R− 3Gm0) )
]
+O(x3)
(2.49)
By solving (2.48) = (2.49) order by order in x, we can nd the expansion-coecients (mi). Assuming
m1 6= 0, the coecients are easily found to be:
m0 =
R
2G
(
1− 8piGµR
2
3
)
m1 =
3Gm0 −R
αG
=
R− 8piGµR3
2αG
m2 = −m1(3αG+G) +R
αG
= − R
2α2G
(
(1 + 5α)− (1 + 3α)8piGµR2)
m3 =
(22α3 + 41α2 + 22α + 3)G2m21 + (22α
2 + 27α + 5)Gm1R + 2(3α + 1)R
2
3α2(α + 1)G2m1
(2.50)
We have expressed the coecients in terms of each other, and for the rst three we have also eliminated
all coecients in favor of α and the dimensionless combination 8piGµR2. Obviously this can also be
done for m3 but the result is a lile more messy.
e special case m1 = 0 must be rejected, as it unavoidably leads to either all coecients being zero,
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or m2 > 0, which would violate the monotonically increasing character ofM since:26
M(r = R) = m0 <
if m2>0
m0 +m2
2 =M(r = R− ) (2.51)
26e complete argument is given more explicitly in Appendix A.
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3 Results
Here is a lightning review on what we have done so far. We have set up a theory which places a
perfect uid obeying the gCg EoS in an unknown spacetime. is spacetime however is not arbitrary
but constraint to be static and spherically symmetric in accordance with our goal. Via the Einstein
equations, these basic ingredients were then combined to a highly non-linear dierential equation: the
TOV-equation. Rather than trying to tackle the full non-linear TOV equation at once,27 we have solved
its approximations. ese approximations were obtained both in the small and large r regime by making
appropriate physically motivated simplications and assumptions.
3.1 Constraints
In the Newtonian case we have explicitly demonstrated that the solution is self-consistent with the
Newtonian approximation. For the large r regime however, we still have to check whether the second
order order term that was ignored in the expansion of p is small relative to the rst order term:
1 + α
2
M′
4piµr2
< 1 ⇒ 
µ
<
3 + α
1 + α
(3.1)
which was assumed when we approximated p to rst order (2.44). Later in this chapter we shall plot
the energy densities, together the radial value which solves the equality version of 3.1. is way we
will be able to see up to which point the large r solution is reasonable. e solutions are characterized
by two dimensionless parameters, namely α and 8piGµR2. While from the start we took 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
we only required µ > 0, which makes the two-dimensional parameters space innite. In this section,
we investigate how imposing four simple restrictions on the solutions limits the possible values of both
parameters.
(1) As noted before, by denitionM should be monotonically increasing. us for r arbirarily close
to R we should have:
M(R) = m0 > m0 +m1+O(2) =M(x = ) (3.2)
From which it immediately follows that m1 < 0, and hence by (2.50):
8piGµR2 ≥ 1. (Condition 1)
Or alternatively, R > 3Gm0. Since M is not a covariant quantity, it might be easier to picture this
constraint on m1 when derived from , which is covariant. To do this, expand  around x = 0 as was
27is option would inevitably have led us to resort to numerical solutions. It is a maer of personal choice that we
followed the path of an analytic approach.
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done before forM, and relate their coecients. By denition
M =
∫ r
0
4pis2((s)− µ)ds ⇒ 
µ
= 1 +
M′
4piµr2
(3.3)
Plugging in the expansion ofM we nd the coecients of :

µ
= 1 +
M′
4piµr2
= 1− m1 +m2x+m3x
2/2 + . . .
4piµR3(1− x)2
≈ 1− m1 +m2x+m3x
2/2 + . . .
4piµR3
(
1 + x+ x2 + . . .
)2
= 1− m1
4piµR3︸ ︷︷ ︸
0/µ
− 2m1 +m2
4piµR3︸ ︷︷ ︸
−1/µ
x− 3m1 + 2m2 +m3/2
4piµR3︸ ︷︷ ︸
−22/µ
x2 + . . .
(3.4)
e coecients can be rewrien as:
0
µ
=
−1 + 8piGµR2(1 + α)
8piGµR2α
1
µ
=
(1 + 3α)− (1 + α)8piGµR2
8piGµR2α2
2
µ
=
(−3α + (α + 1)8piGµR2 − 1) (−16α2 − 11α + (α + 1)(4α + 3)8piGµR2 − 3)
96piGµR2α3(α + 1) (8piGµR2 − 1)
(3.5)
Now it is clear that the condition m1 < 0 is equal to saying that the asymptotic energy density must be
greater than the cosmological constant, i.e. (R) = 0 > µ.
(2) e monotonically increasing character ofM together with its boundary conditionM(0) = 0
obviously lead to m0 ≥ 0. By the denition of R (2.43) this is equal to the condtion
8piGµR2 ≤ 3 (Condition 2)
(3) Since we are looking for a solution at which the energy density is mostly concentrated in a nite
region, it is natural to impose the condition d/dr ≤ 0 (at all r). If we apply this specically to the
asymptotic region one nds:
d
dr
∣∣∣∣
r=R
=
−1
R
≤ 0 (3.5)===⇒ 8piGµR2 ≤ 1 + 3α
1 + α
(Condition 3)
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(4) Now we come back to the validity of the approximation previously used, where we neglected the
higher order terms in (2.44). If we expand one term further we nd:
p
µ
= −1 +
(
αM′
4piµr2
)
− α + 1
2α
(
αM′
4piµr2
)2
+ . . . (3.6)
To rightfully neglect the third term relative to the second, we must have that their ratio is small. Taking
the ratio of the third and second terms (absolute values) gives:
1+α
2α
(
αM′
4piµr2
)2(
αM′
4piµr2
) = − 1 + α
8piµR3
(m1 +m2x+
m3
2
x2 + . . . )
1
(1− x)2
= − 1 + α
8piµR3
(m1 +m2x+
m3
2
x2 + . . . )(1 + x2 + . . . )
=
α + 1
8piµR3α
(|m1|α + . . . )
(3.7)
In the last line, we have taken x to be very small (i.e. r ≈ R), and we have used that m1 is negative.
Considering the expression found for m1, it is clear that m1α is independent of α, and hence the ratio
above diverges in the limit of α → 0 for nite m1. In other words, in this limit our approximation is
bad. Vice versa, if we neglect all terms with x dependence, we nd that to asymptotically ensure that
the rst order approximation of p is valid α needs to be above a certain value (call this α0). is lower
limit can be estimated by seing the ratio to order one, from which it follows that:
1 ∼ α0 + 1
α0
(
αG|m1|/R
8piGµR2
)
⇒ α0 ∼ αG|m1|/R
8piGµR2 − αG|m1|/R (3.8)
Substituting the expression for m1 (2.50) we obtain the condition:
α ≥ α0 = 8piGµR
2 − 1
8piGµR2 + 1
(Condition 5)
We have ploed these four conditions in g. 3, i.e. we have ploed the equality versions of the four
inequalities above, and have shaded the area where all are satised.
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
α0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
8πGμR2
Figure 3: e ploed lines are the equality versions of respectively: condition 1 (lower horizontal line), condition 2 (upper
horizontal line), condition 3 (dashed green curve) and condition 4 (dot-dashed red curve). In the shaded area (grey), all four
conditions are met, hence 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and 1 ≤ 8piGµR2 ≤ 2.
In the shaded region all constraints are satised, clearly constraint 4 is redundant. Note that even for
small α our approximation (2.44) can still be valid, as long as 8piGµR2 is suciently close to 1 (which
is equal to m1 asymptoting to zero). All in all we nd that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and 1 ≤ 8piGµR2 ≤ 2, hence in
the future we will focus on this area of parameter space.
3.2 Plots (r)
As promised at the start of this chapter, we shall now present the small and large r solutions graphically
(i.e. /µ). We pick some representative points in parameter space which satisfy the conditions presented
in the previous section (see g. 4), and plot the energy densities that were found for both the small and
large r regime in g. 5.
* *
*
* *
* * *
**
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
α0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
8πGμR2
Figure 4: e relevant part of parameter space is ploed, the green dashed and blue horizontal lines have de same meaning
as previously. We have indicated a series of points in parameter space with red stars, these are the points for which energy
densities are ploed in g. 5, where one can also see the respective coordinates.
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Figure 5: Energy density (/µ) as a function of r/R. We have ploed both the small r energy density (blue thick line) and
large r energy density (orange thick line) for the parameters indicated with stars in g. 4. Note that the relative positions
of the plots is equal to the relative positions of the stars. e orange horizontal (dashed) line shows the value of 3+α1+α . Its
intersection with the large r solution is marked by the orange vertical (dashed) line, at this radial coordinate the assumption
(3.1) is broken. Blue horizontal (dashed) lines indicate /µ = 2. e radial coordinate of its intersection with the Newtonian
solution is marked by blue vertical (dashed) lines, where r = rc/21+α/2. In the inset (contour plot) we also show the value
of rc/R, which for most parameters exceeds unity. e red dashed line gives constraint 3 from section 3.1 and is the upper
limit of the viable parameter space. is shows that indeed the condition r < rc would have been much weaker than the
condition /µ > 2.
Clearly, the Newtonian solution (blue thick line) shows similar behavior for all points. Notice that the
blue vertical (dashed) line is placed at the radial coordinate at which /µ = 2. e Newtonian solution is
best for small r, and becomes progressively less good when the vertical blue (dashed) line is approached.
For most plots the value of rc/R exceeds unity (see inset), this does not necessarily impose a problem
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since the Newtonian solution requires r  rc.
e orange vertical line solves the equality version of (3.1). We shall interpret this line as the radial
coordinate at which the rst order approximation of p fails, as the rst term that was neglected be-
comes non-negligible. e large r solution (orange thick line) is best at the asymptotic value (r = R)
and becomes progressively less good when the orange vertical (dashed) line is approached (from the
right). Comparing the height of the large r solution to the orange horizontal (dashed) line, one can see
by how much assumption (3.1) is satised for any r. Overall we nd that this vertical line moves to the
le as we approach the upper bound of our viable parameter space (green dashed curve in g. 4. is
makes sense, the curves aen near the bound, on which 1 = 0.
For parameters close to the lower bound (i.e. 8piGµR2 ∼ 1, boom row), our large r solution does
not provide a lot of information. is is because the region where the solution has support is rather
small, as is indicated by the position of the orange vertical lines. Hence these solutions don’t appear to
be of much use. On the other hand, the situation seems to improve when we consider larger values of
8piGµR2. When the upper bound of the viable parameter space is approached, the curves aen which
results in the vertical orange line to shi to the le. Eventually the vertical blue and orange lines switch
order and we get some nite overlap between the small and large r regimes. Note that if the orange
curves aen too much, then there does no longer exists a solution for the equality version of (3.1).
is however, does not necessarily indicate that the large r solution should be trusted all the way up
to the origin. Notice how the very at curves already start (at r = R) relatively close to the horizontal
orange (dashed) line, indicating that the assumption is satised but not spectecularly well.
For comparison, let us sketch how energy density plots would ideally look like. In the ideal situa-
tion, the overlap between the supported regions of the small and large r solutions would be large and
the solutions would match on the overlap. In such a case one could imagine stitching them together to
a single solution which is reasonable over the full radial dimension. In other words, one would obtain a
reliable solution for the intermediate radial regime by interpolating between the Newtonian and large
r solution. It is to be expected that the intermediate regime contains the most interesting physics but
is also the hardest to solve, as is oen the case in physics. We conclude from g. 5 that the part of
parameter space with intermediate and large values of α and 8piGµR2 looks more promising than the
part close to 8piGµR2 ∼ 1.
In the next section, we will nd the general formulas for A and B in terms of  andM. Upon substi-
tution of the Newtonian and large r solutions we will then nd out if the paern found in this section
continues to hold.
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3.3 Metric coecients
In this section we nd out how the gCg aects spacetime. All the information we could ever wish to
know about the structure of our spacetime is encoded in the metric. Back in chapter 2 we introduced
a general spherically symmetric and static metric, which had two unknown functions, A(r) and B(r).
Having found (approximate) solutions for the TOV equation, in principle A and B are now (approxi-
mately) known via:
B(r) =
[
1− 2GM(r)
r
− 8piGµr
2
3
]−1
(3.9)
and A′
A = −2
p′
p+ 
. (3.10)
First we show that the second equation can be formaly solved. Insterting the gCg gives:
[lnA]′ = −2
[
−
(

µ
)−α]′
−
(

µ
)−α
+
(

µ
) =
ln(1− ( 
µ
)−α−1)−2αα+1′ (3.11)
By integration with respect to r one nds:
A(r) = C
(
1−
(

µ
)−α−1)−2αα+1
(3.12)
with C an integration constant to be determined by a boundary condition. We will set a boundary con-
dition at the origin, requiring A(0) = 1. Since the Newtonian solution (2.36) implies that (/µ) → ∞
as r → 0, we nde that A(0) = C . erefore the constant is xed to C = 1.
We would like to emphasize that the expressions that were found forA and B don’t refer to any specic
scale or solution, they are valid in general and they are exact.28
Newtonian regime
With (3.9) and (3.12) in our hands, it is a simple maer of substituting the Newtonian solution to nd
the metric coecients explicitly.
A(r) =
[
1−
(
r
rc
) 2+2α
2+α
]−2α
1+α
(3.13)
28Of course, upon substitution of approximate solutions we nd approximate expressions for A and B.
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and
1/B(r) = 1− 8piGµr2c
2 + α
4 + 3α
(
r
rc
) 2+2α
2+α
− 8piGµr
2
3
= 1− 4α
2 + α
(
r
rc
)2 [(
r
rc
) −2
2+α
+
4 + 3α
3(2 + α)
] (3.14)
Note that in the Newtonian regime the metric coecients only depend on the relative distance to rc
and not to R, as it should be.
Large r regime
Substituting the large r solution in (3.9) and (3.12) gives:
A(r) =
[
1−
(
1− 1
4piµR3
m1 +m2x+
1
2
m3x
2 + . . .
(1− x)2
)−α−1]−2α1+α
(3.15)
and
1/B(r) =
[
1− 2G
r
(
m0 +m1x+
1
2
m2x
2 +
1
6
m3x
3 + . . .
)
− 8piGµr
2
3
]
(3.16)
We shall ignore the terms indicated by ( . . . ) and consistently expand negative powers of r. Upon
substituting the expressions for the rst four coecients (see 2.50), we end up with quite a complicated
result which we won’t write down. Instead, we shall graphically present results in the next section.
Plots A and B
Again, we will present the Newtonian and the large r solution at the same time. Both A and 1/B have
been ploed for various combinations of α and 8piGµR2 in g. 6 and 7. We have used the same points
in parameter space as before, see g. 4.
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Figure 6: e metric coecient A is ploed as a function of r/R, both for the small r solution (blue curve) and large r
solution (orange curve). We have used the same parameters as before, see g. (4). Also the vertical dashed lines have the
same meaning as before (see section 3.2).
Overall we see the same paern as we have seen before when we ploed the energy densities. For small
values of 8piGµR2 the large r regime is small and matching requires ne-tuning of α. For larger values
of 8piGµR2 one can see a decent level of matching and we nd there is some nite overlap between the
Newtonian and large r regimes. In conclusion, for some choices of the two parameters we nd solutions
that clearly have a concentration of energy density at the origin (Newtonian regime) that matches fairly
well to the asymptotic behavior, not only in energy density but also inA and 1/B. But, the intermediate
regime is still fairly unsecure which is mostly because the assumption underlying the large r solution
seems to be only moderately satised in the matching cases.
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Figure 7: e metric coecient 1/B is ploed as a function of r/R, both for the small r solution (blue curve) and large r
solution (orange curve). We have used the same parameters as before, see g. (4). Also the vertical dashed lines have the
same meaning as before (see section 3.2).
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3.4 Asymptotic EoS
Eventhough we found that the large r solution is not always very good, we can still trust it asymptoti-
cally. In this section we will have a look at the asymptotical EoS, i.e. w(R) = p(R)
(R)
. Using the gCg EoS
and the expression we found for m1 we easily nd:
w(R) = −
(
(R)
µ
)−α−1
=
(
α8piGµR2
8piGµR2(α + 1)− 1
)α+1
(3.17)
e value of the asymptotic EoS is shown in g. 8 as a function of the two dimensionless parameters
α, 8piGµR2.
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Figure 8: e asymptotical EoS w(R) is ploed as a function of the two dimensionless parameters which characterize the
theory. e red dashed line indicates where 1 = 0, we should stay below it as explained in section 3.1.
Notice that w(R) < −1/3 everywhere in the part of parameter space we are considering. Which indi-
cates that asymptotically our spacetime is always showing accelerated expansion. Furthermore we see
that for values of 8piGµR2 close to unity w(R) approaches−1, which is the EoS for a true cosmological
constant. In other words, even asymptotically there is always some nite trace of the maer behavior of
the gCg. In essence then, we did nd gCg solutions which show large concentrations of energy density
at the origin, as well as accelerated expansion on large scales. Although these solutions may not be
very good yet, they do satisfy the criteria we were looking for.
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e large r solution found in section 2.4 used a rst order approximation of the pressure. In the previous
chapter we have seen that either this assumption is broken already very quickly (8piGµR2 ∼ 1), which
results in a small large r regime, or, the assumption holds on a wide range of radii but is only moderately
satised (even asymptotically). To do a beer job, it would be natural to consider going to a second order
expansion of the pressure. In this chapter we shall investigate whether such an analysis could be fruitful
and we will ask ourselves whether the large r solutions are stable under second order terms. We expand
p(r) (see 2.44) one term further. (e red terms follow from the higher order expansion)

µ
= 1 +
M′
4piµr2
p
µ
= −
(
1
1 + M
′
4piµr2
)α
≈ −1 + αM
′
4piµr2
[
1− (α + 1)
( M′
8piµr2
)]
p′
µ
=
α
4piµr2
(
M′′ − 2M
′
r
)[
1− (α + 1) M
′
4piµr2
] (4.1)
e expressions in black are what we have used previously. Now, including also the terms in red we
can write down a new TOV equation.(
1− 2GM
r
− 8
3
piGµr2
)(
M′′ − 2M
′
r
)[
1− (α + 1) M
′
4piµr2
]
α
4piµ
= −G(α + 1)M′r
(
1− α
2
M′
4piµr2
)( M
4piµr3
− 2
3
+
αM′
4piµr2
{
1− α + 1
2
M′
4piµr2
}) (4.2)
As before we shall we assumeM can be expanded in a power series around r = R
M = n0 + n1x+ 1
2
n2x
2 + . . . x ≡ R− r
R
. (4.3)
e new coecients can then be found by solving the (new) TOV equation order by order in x. e
rst non-trivial equation found this way is:
0 =
(
αn1 + 8piµR
3
)(
α(α + 1)Gn21 + 8piαGµn1R
3 + 4piµR4
(
8piGµR2 − 1)) (4.4)
To see whether or not our rst order results are (un)stable against second order terms, we write the
new coecient as:
n1 = m1(1 + δ) (4.5)
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Hence δ expresses the relative dierence between the rst order and second order coecients m1 and
n1. Substituting this relation in (4.4) gives a 3rd order equation in δ which is solved by:
δ → 8piGµR
2 + 1
8piGµR2 − 1 ≡ δ0
δ → −1 + α− 8piGµR
2 −√8piGµR2α (2 + 2α− (2 + α)8piGµR2)
(1 + α)(1− 8piGµR2) ≡ δ−
δ → −1 + α− 8piGµR
2 +
√
8piGµR2α (2 + 2α− (2 + α)8piGµR2)
(1 + α)(1− 8piGµR2) ≡ δ+
(4.6)
e rst solution (δ0) makes the expression in the rst parenthesis vanish, and likewise the second
and third solutions (δ±) make the second term in parenthesis vanish (which is of second order). Since
1 ≤ 8piGµR2 . 2, for the rst solution we have δ0 > 1, and the approximation of p to rst order would
not be very good. All the expressions found by equating higher order powers of x are linear, thus we
have an overal three-fold degeneracy. e rst branch, associated with the rst solution of δ can be
shown to result in ni = 0 for i ≥ 4. And the non-zero coecients are such that
(δ0)
µ
= 1 +
M′
4piµr2
=
2 + α
α
(4.7)
at is, the energy density is constant and its value depends on α. ese solutions are not of interest
to us here, and we will not further consider them. In gure 9, the other two solutions δ± have been
ploed.
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Figure 9: Contour plots of δ− (le) and δ+ (right) as functions of α and 8piGµR2. At the upper-le white triangle both
solutions are imaginary. Notice that the upper limit of the vertical scale is only 8piGµR2 = 1.4, whereas in principle
1 ≤ 8piGµR2 ≤ 2 is allowed. e lower-right white triangle in δ+ is not imaginary, but the value of δ+ becomes very large.
First of all we note that the solutions δ± are purely real only in a small part of the parameter space. e
plot of δ− tells us that there exists solutions of the new TOV (including second order terms), which are
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stable under neglecting the second order terms, i.e. they are close to the rst order solutions we found
before. e solutions associated with δ− become more stable when 8piGµR2 ∼ 1, but those were the
solutions that we marked not very good in section 3.2.
On the other hand δ+ shows there exisists second order solutions which deviate a lot from our rst
order results. More specic for those solutions the coecients n1 and m1 are quite dierent. e large
values of δ+ indicate that the gradient of the orange curves at the asymptotic value would grow substan-
tially, which would make the large r regime smaller (although the next coecient n3 could in principle
compensate for this). is is not the behavior we are looking for.
We can perform a similar calculation for n2. We let
n2 = m2(1 + η), (4.8)
such that η is the deviation of the new solution to the old one. n2 is determined by the equation which
follows from solving the TOV to rst order in x. Solving this equation yields n2 as a function of n1(δ),
which explicitly shows the three-fold degeneracy. Upon substitution of n1(δ = δ−), η is found to be:
η =
1
(α + 1)(α(3c− 5) + c− 1)((α + 2)c− 2(α + 1))
[
− (α3 + 7α2 + 11α + 2) c2
− (α + 1)
(
10α2 + 12α− 7α
√
α(−c)((α + 2)c− 2(α + 1)) + 2
)
+ c
(
7α3 + 28α2 + 25α− 3α2
√
α(−c)((α + 2)c− 2(α + 1))− 6α
√
α(−c)((α + 2)c− 2(α + 1)) + 4
)]
(4.9)
Which is ploed in g. 10.
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Figure 10: Contour plot of η as a function of α and 8piGµR2. e most upper line is probably a numerical artifact.
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is conrms our previous nding that there exists second order solutions which are stable under
neglecting second order terms, those solutions have 8piGµR2 ∼ 1 which are precisely those for which
the large r regime was very small. Overall it seems questionable whether going to second order would
be a large improvement. In the next chapter we will sketch a new method for solving the large r regime
which might be more promising.
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e ΛCDM model is still the most compatible with observational data, but it also lacks a solid theoretical
motivation and many competing models can not be ruled out yet. e Euclid satellite mission scheduled
for 2020 will shed more light on the origin of the accelerated expansion of the universe [36]. It will com-
bine several measurements that we have discussed in the introduction, like (weak) gravitational lensing
and baryonic acoustic oscillations. Up to the point that observations can conclusively rule out models,
it is both interesting and helpful to investigate many dierent kinds of DM/DE models. We have seen
that the Chaplygin model in a non-homogeneous spacetime allows solutions which show clustering
and accelerated expansion. e quality of those solutions however is still somewhat uncertain. I would
think that the Chaplygin model would most certainly be worthwhile further investigation. We present
a few suggestions in particular.
• We did not have enough time to do a full analysis of the large r regime using a second order
expansion of the pressure, however, we did nd circumstantial evidence that such an analysis
might not result in the improvement one would hope for. One could still do the full analysis of
the large r regime using a second (or higher) order approximation for p. Specically one might
want to see whether the region of parameter space where the solutions are stable would grow or
shrink when going to higher orders.
• Ultimately our large r solutions are hindered by the assumption that M′/4piµr2 < 1, which
underlies the whole expansion of p. To circumvent this we suggest a dierent approach where
M, as well as  and p are expanded around the dS-radius:
M = m0 +m1x+m2x2/2 + . . .
 = 0 + 1x+ 2x
2/2 + . . .
p = p0 + p1x+ p2x
2/2 + . . .
(5.1)
e coecients betweenM and  are then related via /µ = 1 +M′/4piµr2, which is exact. And
the coecients between  and p are related via the gCg EoS. e dierence resides in the expansion
of the pressure. In the old method, any order of the approximation would give a contribution to
the lowest order term in x. e expansion of the pressure we suggest above is a resummed version
which seems more convenient.
• Depending on personal preference one could indeed continue the analysis along the lines of the
previous point, which aims for an analytic approach. An alternative option would be to switch to
numerics instead, considering the high non-linearity of the TOV equation this could be rewarding,
especially in the intermediate radial regime. It would be interesting to compare numerical results
with our asymptotic regimes.
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• As was stated in section 3.3, everything we would like to know about our spacetime is encoded in
the metric. Using the general expressions for A and B supplemented with reasonable solutions,
one could for instance start to investigate geodesics. To see whether the gCg admits DM halo-like
solutions one would like to calculate rotation curves and see if they reproduce the typical atness
that is observed. e simplest geodesics appropriate for this task are circular orbits. However,
the co-moving coordinates used so far may not be appropriate for this task. Orbits that seem
circular in co-moving coordinates are actually spiraling away from the origin due to expansion.
A workaround would be to consider orbits for which the period is much smallar than the typical
expansion timescale the orbit would be quasi-stable. A probably beer approach would be to
go to a coordinate system that is more appropriate. We would need to do a similar coordinate
transformation as was shown for dS in section 1.4, where the dS metric was transformed from its
static form to a form with explicit time-dependence. e transformation we’re looking for should
let A(r)dt2 → dt¯2 and therefore depends on the radial regime that is considered.
• In the current universe, the energy density in radiation is negligible, but this is not true for the
energy density in baryonic maer. Since the DM haloes we have been trying to describe hosts
galaxies (baryonic maer), it is a logical next step to consider a universe lled with gCg and some
baryonic maer. Normal maer in the language of uid mechanics is modeled by ‘dust’, which
has the EoS parameter wm = 0, i.e. the uid has not pressure. e total pressure and energy
density are then simply the sum of the two uids:  = c + m and p = pc + 0 and the new EoS
parameters would be
w =
p

=
−
(
c
µ
)−α
c + m
(5.2)
Clearly there are enough future-directed roads to explore concerning the gCg in the context of this
thesis.
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Appendices
A Note onm1
We come back to investigate the possibility of m1 = 0. Starting from the TOV equation:(
1− 2GM/r − 8piGµr2/3)(M′′ − 2M′
r
)
α
4piµr2
= −(1 + α)GM′/r
( M
4piµr3
− 2/3 + αM
′
4piµr2
)
(A.1)
Substitute the large r ansatz:
M = m0 +m1x+ 1
2
m2x
2 + . . . x ≡ R− r
R
(A.2)
e rst three non-zero equations that follow by solving order by order are:
0 = m1(R− 3Gm0 + αGm1)
0 =
(
4α2 + 9α + 1
)
Gm21 +m1
(−2α2Gm2 − 3(α + 5)Gm0 + 2(α + 3)R)− (3α + 1)m2 (R− 3Gm0)
0 = −6 (2α2 + 7α + 1)Gm21 − 2α2Gm22 + 2m2 ((13α + 6)R− 3(11α + 5)Gm0)− (5α + 1)m3 (R− 3Gm0)
+m1
(−2α2Gm3 + (16α2 + 15α + 3)Gm2 + 2αGm3 + 6(11− 5α)Gm0 + 6αR− 30R)
(A.3)
We can solve the rst equation with m1 = 0 and R 6= 3Gm0. But then the next two equations give:
0 = (1 + 3α)(R− 3Gm0)m2 ⇒ m2 = 0
0 = (1 + 5α)(R− 3Gm0)m3 ⇒ m3 = 0
(A.4)
this paern continues, making all coecients zero, thus leading to the trivial solution.
Alternatively, one could solve the rst equation withm1 = 0 and R = 3Gm0 (which implies 8piGµR2 =
1). In this case, both the rst and second equaiton are immediately satised, and the third equation
becomes:
0 = m2
(−R(5 + 11α) +R(6 + 3α)− 2Gα2m2) (A.5)
which can be solved by
m2 =
R + 2αR
Gα2
≥ 0 (A.6)
(which breaks monotonicity ofM). Or it is solved by m2 = 0, in this case the 4th equation (not wrien
down above) becomes:
0 = (1 + 3α)m3 (A.7)
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us leading to m3 = 0. en there is again an ongoing paern which makes all coecients zero
m1 = m2 = R− 3Gm0 = 0⇒ m3 = 0
⇒ (1 + 4α)m4 = 0⇒ m4 = 0
⇒ (1 + 5α)m5 = 0⇒ m5 = 0
(A.8)
us all in all we nd that m1 = 0 leads only to solutions that are trivial (all coecients zero) or not
acceptable (leading to non-monotonic behavior ofM).
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